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 Department:    People & Development 
  

Review Period  Quarter 4 
 

Departmental Summary (End of Year):  
 

2013/14 has been a very busy year for the HR team and significant time and energy has been put into supporting the Organisation 
through a very important period of change, against a backdrop of industrial action.    
 
Pension Schemes have been a recurring theme throughout the year and preparations had to be made for the launch of the new 
auto-enrolment scheme which went live in October.  Significant effort was also put into ensuring that all Green book staff were 
aware of the changes to their Local Government Pension Scheme which moved from a final salary scheme to a career average 
scheme effective April 2014.  In November 2013 the Government published a 6 week consultation on proposed changes to 
increases in employee contributions for the two firefighters’ pension schemes in England to which we responded, and we have 
been working closely with our pension providers to make sure we have the necessary plans in place in anticipation of the new 
Firefighter’s Pension Scheme coming into force in April 2015.  Consultations on various aspects of the proposed scheme are still 
ongoing. 
  
As we are aware the review of pensions triggered a series of strikes during the latter part of the year and this required the HR 
team to ensure that the pay and pensions implications were widely communicated and understood by the staff, and that all 
deductions were calculated accurately.  Although we fielded many queries in respect of pay deductions, the exercise of calculation 
and pay adjustments went smoothly and many staff are now repaying their pension contributions. 
 
The recruitment of on call firefighters has been ongoing throughout the year and we were successful in attracting and recruiting a 
good calibre of staff at both Runcorn and Macclesfield.  The recruitment campaign for Knutsford was put on hold pending further 
progress on Lymm and due to slippage with planning permission and build schedules Penketh and Alsager were deferred to IRMP 
11.   The procurement and fit out of the “one stop shop” recruitment pod is anticipated to be completed by May 2014 for use at the 
Alsager recruitment campaign.  Members will have the opportunity to see the new recruitment pod at the July planning day. 
 
The review of duty systems has been another key feature which gathered significant momentum during the fourth quarter with the 
formal negotiations commencing in January 2014.  HR have worked in conjunction with the Legal team and the Head of Service 
Delivery to understand the implications of the proposed duty systems from the perspective of both the Grey Book and the Working 
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Time Regulations compliance.  The Head of People and Development has been directly involved in the face to face negotiations 
with the representative bodies.  It is anticipated that the negotiations will be concluded in early Summer 2014 with referral to JCC 
and RAP/TAP in July 2014 if required. 
 
Due to the significant amount of change being invoked in all areas of the Service, the HR team ran a number of training and 
awareness building events during the course of the year relating to the early identification and management of stress.  Some of 
these were done in conjunction with our Occupational Health provider on stations to support ongoing efforts to make training more 
accessible to operational staff.  Reviews suggest that this training was well received in some areas and triggered useful debate, 
but as a result of increasing discontent and tension over the strike actions, was not embraced or appreciated by all. 
 
During the course of the year a significant amount of work was undertaken to develop and deliver the HR processes relating to the 
transfer of the Control function to NWFC and this has included collaboration with HR leads in each Service to ensure consistency. 
As a consequence of dates being realigned it was necessary for HR to work very closely with the Control Management team to 
help support and guide staff through a period of uncertainty and anxiety.  Consideration and information also had to be provided to 
staff regarding the impact that the revised timescales would have on individual circumstances. Although managing expectations on 
occasion was challenging, HR played a critical role in ensuring that the staff were kept in the loop at all times and understood their 
personal situations.  The focus on engaging and communicating with all individuals has assisted in the Service retaining a high 
majority of the Control Room staff in the run up to transfer. 
 
HR have supported all VFM reviews during the year and positive feedback has been received regarding the role that HR played 
which was to ensure that all staff were provided with adequate and timely information, support and have the opportunity to 
contribute to, and challenge proposals.  There are outstanding activities relating to the implementation of some of the reviews, 
which feature in the 2014/15 departmental plan.  These are also being monitored by the IRMP Project Board.    During the 4th 
Quarter HR’s own VFM review came to fruition with a reduction of 4 staff.  With the exception of one member of staff who was 
unsuccessful in securing an alternative position by means of a selection process, all staff opted for voluntary redundancy and left 
the Service with a legal agreement.  The new HR structure which comprises of two main sections is expected to provide a more 
streamlined and customer focused service which will be required to manage the many changes on the horizon for 2014/15. 
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Departmental Performance:  
 

Indicator 
2013/14 Year End 2012/13 

Performance 
Year on Year 
Performance Performance Target 

Corporate Performance Scorecard Indicators 

Days/shifts lost to sickness absence:         

Grey Book 4.95 5.5 5.09 ���� 

Green Book 5.20 5.5 7.56 ����    

Departmental Indicators 

Staff Turnover      
Uniformed  2.33% 4.88% 7.33% ���� 
Non-Uniformed 4.18% 3.38% 16.19% ���� 

Top 5% Earners:     

Female 6.67% 10.55% 6.38% ���� 
Ethnic Minority 2.22% 3.52% 2.13% ���� 
Disabled 6.67% 7.10% 4.25% ���� 
% Female Employees      
Uniformed  6.16% 6.25% 6.34% ���� 
Non uniformed 58.87% 63.00% 60.08% ����    

% Employees from Ethnic Minority Background 4.55% 4.20% 4.13% ���� 

% Employees who class themselves as having a disability 3.49% 3.20% 2.99% ���� 

% of Female Firefighters Recruited 0% 14% 20% ���� 

% of appraisals completed within timescales 56% 100% n/a n/a 

% of Pass Rate for IFE Qualification 
 
 
 

 80% n/a n/a 
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Headline Performance Commentary 

Days lost to sickness absence are positively under target for both grey and green book staff.  Both areas have also seen a 
decrease in absence compared to 2012/13 

 
Financial Performance: 
 
Headline Financial Commentary 
There has been an  underspend on the HR staffing budget due to vacancies and this year has seen a further underspend on the 
corporate training budget although this is now being realigned in line with recommendations within the HR Value for Money review.  
 It is expected that having being realigned so that operational training and leadership training are separate, the HR team will be in a 
position to influence the spend on the training budget more closely in subsequent months/years. 
 
Equality & Diversity – Monitoring information: 
 

E&D Activity/Target/Objective Summary of progress to date 
Positive Action Steering Group chaired by Principal 
Resourcing Manager (Group meet quarterly following the 
Equality Task Group) 

A target focus being undertaken on areas subject to IRMP review.  
 

Annual Equalities Monitoring Report produced by HR Policy 
Officer 

  

  
 


